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Laboratory Measurement of the DInSAR Response
to Spatiotemporal Variations in Soil Moisture
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Abstract—Differential interferometric synthetic aperture radar
(DInSAR) has traditionally been used for the detection and ac-
curate monitoring of surface movement in a scene and has found
applications in fields such as mining subsidence and earthquake
deformation. In these studies, the phase is understood to directly
relate to the radial component of the physical deformation of the
surface. In this paper, however, we use a novel combination of mi-
crowave and optical laboratory measurements to demonstrate the
presence of persistent and coherent phase changes in a temporal
sequence of DInSAR images, related solely to moisture change in a
soil. This is confirmation of recent reports suggesting that, in some
circumstances, the DInSAR signal may include a significant soil
moisture signal. Laboratory measurements were used to obtain
a set of high-resolution C-band DInSAR images of a sandy soil
sample of an area of 2.0 m × 1.8 m and a depth of 0.2 m, with the
fractional volumetric water content varying between 0.1 and 0.4.
To independently monitor the soil surface for physical movement,
a time-lapsed set of high-resolution digital optical images was
continuously acquired. Although the soil underwent a large mois-
ture change, the soil surface was static to within ±0.1 mm over
the majority of the experiment. The DInSAR sequence displayed
dynamic and complex variations of the phase, although a linear
relationship with moisture change was evident when the mean
phase change was considered. The work raises the possibility that
DInSAR could be used for the monitoring of soil moisture change
in a scene, a parameter of significant economic and environmental
importance.

Index Terms—Differential interferometric synthetic aperture
radar (DInSAR), ground-based SAR (GB-SAR), interferometry,
soil moisture.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOIL moisture is a key environmental parameter which
plays a primary role in regional and global climate dy-

namics and has significant economic importance [1]–[4], yet its
reliable measurement at spatial scales of less than a kilometer
has remained elusive. An ability to accurately map soil moisture
could also provide significant help in support of hydrological
and flood planning and civil engineering activities, which is
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not currently available. Knowledge of soil moisture at reso-
lutions of meters is practically impossible on the ground by
field measurements, and a viable remote-sensing technique to
do so has remained unidentified [5]. Field measurements are
plagued not only by inadequate measurement techniques and
the enormous man-power requirements for large studies but
also by difficulties in scaling point measurements to larger
areas [6].

Nearly all prior microwave studies of soil moisture have only
utilized the amplitude information in synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) imagery, rather than the phase, with multipolarization
techniques perhaps showing the most promise [7]–[9]. How-
ever, there is mounting evidence that differential interferometric
SAR (DInSAR) is responsive to soil moisture. Gabriel et al.
[10] likely first reported the presence of spatial inhomogeneities
in soil moisture through the interferometric phase signal, us-
ing L-band Seasat differential interferograms over farmland
which showed strong correlations between the phase and field
boundaries. It was proposed that the phase signals could be
interpreted through the shrink/swell of the clay soils. However,
ground-truth surface elevation measurements were not taken,
and the hypothesis remained to be confirmed. Later, C-band
studies have also suggested phase variations across farmland
associated with the physical movement of the soil horizon
through shrink/swell [11]–[13] but, again, without ground-truth
confirmation. The most quantitative investigation to date of a
phase–soil moisture signal link was made in [14]. They used
C-band European Remote Sensing satellite ERS-2 imagery
of both cultivated and uncultivated regions in a high-plains
area of Colorado, in combination with ground-based moisture
measurements. The DInSAR imagery showed millimeter-scale
path-length changes. Clay soils can be expected to exhibit
shrink/swell with moisture variations [15]. While they showed a
strong correlation between hydrological features such as stream
channels and watershed boundaries and the differential phase,
they were unable to conclusively demonstrate a link between
the differential phase and soil moisture effects.

Clearly, these studies have shown that a soil moisture signal
has the potential to be a source of significant error in DInSAR
land deformation analysis. Additionally, it holds the promise
that, in some instances, the phase signature may be a proxy
for soil moisture, with all the attendant benefits that such a
relationship could bring in remote sensing techniques. In an
attempt to unambiguously confirm the presence or not of a
moisture signal in DInSAR, this paper reports on the results
of a detailed and controlled laboratory study of a soil sample
with varying moisture content.

0196-2892/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Imaging scheme, showing the soil sample positioned in the anechoic
chamber in its measurement position. Part of the planar ceiling-mounted
scanner is visible at the top right. The line indicates the 30◦ incidence angle
from the antennas to the center of the sample. The position of the camera is
also indicated, which was just off the picture. The x− y coordinate system is
displayed, where x lies along the cross-range direction and y is along the range
direction. The system is defined such that x = 0, y = 0 lies at the center of the
soil sample, and the positive directions from zero are indicated.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME

A program of experimental work was undertaken at the
indoor ground-based SAR (GB-SAR) microwave measurement
facility [16]. This is a 6 m (l)× 4 m (w)× 3 m (h) anechoic
chamber and is shown in Fig. 1 with the soil sample in situ.
The chamber provides a highly controlled radar measurement
environment. The 2-D ceiling-mounted planar scanner used
in the measurements can be seen at one end of the chamber.
This is moved under computer control and provides repeatable
high-precision positioning. Fig. 1 shows the soil sample in its
measurement position, contained within a 1.8 m × 2.0 m ×
0.25 m trolley-mounted box. The box has wooden sides and an
impermeable Perspex base. Radar measurement of the sample
was carried out on Days 1, 9, 16, 24, 30, 37, and 50 over the
50-day period with decreasing volumetric water content (VWC)
mv . By careful control of the measurements, this was the
only free parameter, allowing a quantitative investigation of the
temporal response of the DInSAR phase to varying moisture.

A. Soil Sample

A 100% fine sandy loam sample was used in the measure-
ments, with negligible (< 0.5%) clay content. It had a dry-
weight density of 1.602 g/cm3. It was added to the trolley box to
produce a sample with dimensions of 176 cm (range) × 195 m
(cross-range), as shown in Fig. 1. The mean sand depth was
20.5 cm, providing a total volume of 0.70 m3. It was raked
during in-filling to provide homogeneity across and through
the sample. Eight Campbell Scientific CS615 moisture probes
were installed through the vertical soil volume in a staggered ar-
rangement to avoid vertical alignment between probes. The top
two were 2 cm below the surface on opposite corners of the box.
Four were placed at a mid-depth of 10 cm alongside the center
of each box face. Finally, the remaining two were positioned
18 cm down, 2 cm above the base of the soil, at opposite corners
to those used for the top probes. All were installed around the
edge of the box, with their rods horizontal and parallel to the

Fig. 2. Soil sample on Day 1 of the measurements, two days after watering.
The two white rectangular features visible at opposite corners of the sample are
parts of the two top-positioned soil moisture probes.

box edges. Although the depth and positioning of the probes
in the vicinity of the box wall is not the ideal deployment,
this was regarded as a necessary compromise to avoid any
possible clutter contamination of the radar measurements over
the central soil area. The probes provided hourly readings to a
Campbell Scientific CR1000 data logger during the course of
the experiment. The trolley was locked in position to ensure
that no movement disturbance occurred to the sample during
the experiment.

At the start of the experiment, water was added to the surface
directly from a watering can. With knowledge of the mean
initial moisture content from the meter readings, the neces-
sary water was added to bring the VWC up to the required
0.4 fractional (40%) starting level. Some transient pooling of
the water occurred, with some slight pitting and cracking at the
edges of the sample, either outside or on the edge of the radar
area of interest. Fig. 2 shows the sand two days after wetting,
on Day 1 of the measurements. The sand appears very smooth
in the central area, and the point features just visible across the
surface correspond to small ∼ 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm pebbles, which
were present in the soil at �1% by volume. The measurements
relied on slow drying of the sample within the 15 ◦C–20 ◦C air-
conditioned laboratory. The expected performance figures for
the probes provided by the manufacturers indicate an absolute
accuracy for VWC measurement with the CS615 probes of 2%.
Testing of the probes in air and water (VWC of 0% and 100%,
respectively) always gave readings within 5% but, more usually,
within 3%.

B. Radar Measurements

A series of repeat SAR imaging scans of the soil sample
were made from the scanner, with an exact spatial repeat.
The target and antenna were positioned such that the center
of the soil sample was viewed at an incidence angle of 30◦

from the center of the scan aperture, as indicated in Fig. 1.
Because of the proximity of the antennas and the sample,
the incidence angle varied significantly across the sample. All
measurements were C-band VV polarization.

The microwave RF subsystem is based around an
HP8720DX vector network analyzer. The spacing of the sam-
ples along the aperture dx was set at 1.5 cm (λ/4) so as to
avoid grating lobes. During imaging, the antenna stopped at
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each sample point along the aperture, stepped through a set
of 401 spot frequencies at 5-MHz intervals over a 4–6-GHz
bandwidth, then moved on dx, and repeated the process until
77 samples had been collected over a 114-cm aperture. Thus, an
image is not collected instantaneously but takes 1.5 min during
which time RF and mechanical stability of the radar and target
must be maintained. Each scan provides a complex single-look
SAR image. The antennas were 200 cm above the soil surface
and displaced 116 cm from the center of the sample, providing
an incidence angle to the center of the box of 30◦. The SAR
“antenna” actually consists of a pair of identical transmit and
receive pyramidal horn antennas with dimensions of 8.0 cm
(w)× 10.0 cm (h), with an offset which is sufficiently small
to allow the data to be processed as if they were a single mono-
static antenna. Stringent calibration procedures were required
for the radar measurements, which used a methodology based
on [17]. A reference sphere with precisely known scattering
characteristics was used to correct for system effects and to
provide an absolute calibration of the data.

C. Optical Imaging

In order to correctly interpret the radar measurements, it
was necessary to optically monitor the sample for any physical
movement of the surface horizon during the experiment. For
this purpose, high-resolution (2448 × 3264 pixel) digital color
photographs of the soil were acquired using an Olympus SP-
350 digital camera. A time-lapse series of photographs at
99-min intervals was recorded over almost the entire 50-day
duration of the experiment. The camera was installed 1.55 m
to the rear of the sample, as indicated in Fig. 1. As we were
primarily interested in measuring the vertical change in the soil
surface, maximum accuracy was provided by observing from a
shallow angle. However, some obliqueness to the surface was
required to provide good separation in range of the surface
features and avoid obscuration. The camera angles to the front
and rear of the sample were 73◦ and 82◦, respectively.

Because of the low contrast and lack of discernable features
over the soil surface, markers were added which could more
easily be tracked. The markers had to be small and light enough
so as not to cause any local disturbance to the soil surface
or trap moisture below them and give false effects. Small
expanded polystyrene balls with a diameter of typically 4 mm
were selected, of the type normally used as cushion fill. Being
white, they provided a good contrast with the soil surface. Fig. 3
shows a photograph of the soil sample, with the white markers
clearly visible. The two balls marked with the arrow are shown
expanded over a 60 × 90 pixel region on the left of the figure.
The larger of the balls was 5.43 mm in diameter and appears
23 pixels high in the image such that each pixel represents
0.24 mm.

III. DATA PROCESSING

A. SAR Imagery

A synthetic-pulse plane-to-plane imaging scheme was used
to construct the time series of SAR images [18], [19]. The

Fig. 3. Camera’s view of the soil sample, showing the distribution of
polystyrene marker balls across the surface. The inset shows a 60 × 90 pixel
zoomed view of the two markers indicated.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF IMAGE PARAMETERS INCIDENCE ANGLE, RANGE, AND

CROSS-RANGE RESOLUTION ACROSS THE SOIL SAMPLE ON BORESIGHT

(FROM APERTURE CENTER DOWN SOIL CENTERLINE)

reconstruction process presents the images in ground range in
an image plane at the height of the soil surface, 200 cm below
the antennas. This preserved the positional relationship that it
had in the chamber relative to the antennas. The image pixel
size is 1.5 cm × 1.5.cm. The resolution changes across the
image. The range resolution ResR is given by

ResR = W
c

2B sin i
(1)

where c is the speed of light, i is the incidence angle, B is the
bandwidth (2 GHz), and W accounts for windowing of the data
(1.3 for a Hamming window). Thus, the range resolution in an
image varies depending upon the local incidence angle. As a
result, the range resolution is very poor at the near box edge
because the angle of incidence here is only about 8◦. The cross-
range resolution ResXR is given by

ResXR = W
λR

2D cos ξ
(2)

where λ = wavelength, R = slant range, D = aperture length
(114 cm), and ξ is the angle away from the boresight (image
range centerline). The image resolutions are summarized in
Table I and were 20 and 8 cm in range and cross-range, respec-
tively, at the center of the sample. An example SAR amplitude
image from Day 1 is shown in Fig. 4. It is not corrected for
space loss, antenna beam pattern, or processing gains. This is
not necessary as these were constant for each image, and we
are only interested in the retrieval of the phase. An outline of
the soil sample is indicated by the rectangular white line. The
reduced resolution at the near range due to the steep incidence
angle is evident from the backscattering pattern. The feature
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Fig. 4. SAR image of the soil sample obtained on Day 1, displayed over a
30-dB range. The 176 cm × 195 cm outline of the sample is indicated by the
white rectangle.

along the center of the far-range limit of the sample is a double
bounce return from the soil and box edge.

These measurements posed some special problems because
of the need to have no disturbance to the experimental setup
once the measurements began such that the calibration had to be
carried out prior to the experiment. In a measurement program
of this type, where changes in phase were to be measured accu-
rately, it was vital to correct for any drift of the RF subsystem
over the experiment interval. To do this, the GB-SAR system
continuously monitored the signal directly coupled between
the transmit and receive antennas, which contains information
relating to all the amplitude and phase variations present in
the complete hardware path from transmitter to receiver, while
excluding external signals. This technique has previously been
successively employed to correct for system drift for long-
duration imaging and is described in more detail in [20]. With
this scheme, it was possible to apply the calibration at any point
in time over the duration of the experiment, with a confidence
of better than 2◦.

B. VWC Variation

The variation of VWC over the course of the experiment is
shown in Fig. 5. The jump in VWC is very apparent at the start
of the measurements. A smaller jump on Day 1 corresponds
to the first entry into the chamber since the addition of the
water two days earlier and an increase in ventilation. VWC
was seen to fall continuously at all sensors from around 0.4 to
0.1 over the seven weeks. There is clearly some spatial variabil-
ity in the 3-D moisture profile, which was largest between the
measurement Days 9 and 24, when it was as large as 0.18. At the
end of the measurements, the spread in moisture was smallest at
0.05. There was also some redistribution of the moisture ratios
between different probes over the course of the work, leading to
a variable vertical moisture gradient during the measurements.
As might be expected, the two bottom sensors recorded the
highest moisture values, and the top sensors recorded generally
the lowest. One of the two top-placed sensors appears anoma-

Fig. 5. Temporal variation of VWC mv measured at the soil moisture probes
over the course of the experiment. The top two probes are indicated by the solid
thick lines, the four middle probes by the thin solid lines, and the two bottom
probes by the thick dashed-dotted lines. The vertical lines mark each of the
seven measurement days.

lous in that it cuts across the profiles of the other probes, going
from the lowest to the highest VWC and then going almost to
the lowest again. Particularly because of the large differences
between the top two probes, in the analysis, we choose to use
mean values of mv averaged across all sensors. The use of a
“bulk” value is justified as it likely has more relevance to real-
world measurements and applications, and Fig. 5 shows that
there is a strong correlation between the behavior of mv at
different depths measured by the probes.

C. Optical Displacement Tracking

By stitching the time-lapse photographs together, a movie
was produced, which could be zoomed to produce a very high
resolution inspection of the temporal displacement behavior of
any part of the photographed soil surface. Because the target
and camera were unmoved during the experiment, tracking
the positional history of the soil markers provides the vertical
displacement history of the soil. As the number of markers in
an image is large (93) and the number of images is even larger
(599), an automated technique was developed to perform the
analysis. A mask was first applied to the image to exclude
regions that are not of interest, namely, the box edges and
everything outside. To remove random “salt and pepper” noise,
the image was median filtered with a 10 × 10 window. The
markers were bright against the soil, and their separation from
the background relied on level thresholding. The images were
integer 256, and a level >175 was found to be optimum in
terms of marker detection against false alarms. Additionally,
the images were separated out into their component red-
green-blue (RGB) images for further improvement in marker
discrimination. As white corresponds to equal contributions
from each RGB image, the combined thresholding was applied
across the component images. The technique calculates a
center of mass, or centroid, C

C(p, q) =

∑
cijAij∑
cij

(3)
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where ij refers to the horizontal and vertical pixel coordinates,
respectively, A is the weighting factor given by the amplitude
value at a pixel, and p and q give the specific point at which the
total mass of the system appears to be concentrated for each
marker.

To convert vertical movement into a real height change, the
next step involved deriving a spatial scaling function across the
image, V (p, q). For a given vertical movement, the movement
in pixels seen by the camera will vary across the scene due
to changes in viewing geometry and optical resolution. The
function V captures this information and converts movement
in pixels at each marker position into an absolute estimate in
millimeters of the local vertical movement Δh between frames
m and n, where only the change in the vertical coordinate q is
considered

Δh = [Cn − Cm]qV. (4)

IV. RESULTS

A. DInSAR Phase Behavior

A series of complex SAR images was constructed for each
of the measurement days. Using the first week as the master
I1, a series of complex differential interferograms D1_N was
constructed by reference against successive images IN pixel
by pixel

D1_N = angle

{
I1
|I1|

.
I∗N
|IN |

}
(5)

where N = 9, 16, 24, 30, 37, and 50. Fig. 6 shows the spatial
development of the differential phase with time across the
central 1.5 m × 1.5 m region of the sample during the course of
50 days. It displays D1_9,D1_16,...D1_50 successively from top
to bottom, each over a ±180◦ dynamic range. The analysis uses
the convention that negative values correspond to increasing
path length between the radar and target.

The spatial behavior of D1_N is complex at these high
resolutions but exhibited a smooth and consistent development,
with temporally coherent features between interferograms. The
final image D1_50 is much less consistent, presumably due to
the very dry conditions of mv = 0.10 and larger time step rela-
tive to the previous measurement intervals. All images display
features showing both positive and negative phase excursions.
However, it is evident from their time development that most of
the positive excursions can be understood as phase wraparound
from an initially negative excursion. The bright 95-pixel region
A can be continuously traced back in time to a developing
feature evident in D1_9. It shows a continuously increasing
negative phase, which first displays wraparound in D1_24. The
average D1_9 to D1_37 phase behavior is displayed in Fig. 7
plotted against Δmv , where Δmv represents the change in mv

relative to the first measurement on Day 1

Δmv = mv,N −mv,1 (6)

and N = 9, 16, 24, 30, and 37. The difference between a
quadratic and a linear fit was small, and a linear fit

Fig. 6. Differential phase images. (From the top) D1_9,D1_16,
D1_24,D1_30,D1_37,D1_50. Each 150 cm × 150 cm plot is displayed
over a ±180◦ dynamic range. The 75 cm × 75 cm area used in the histogram
analysis is displayed over the D1_50 plot. Regions A, B, and C are indicated
in D1_37.
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Fig. 7. Variation of phase for the regions highlighted in D1_37 in Fig. 6
against change in VWC. The circles show the measured phase in region A, and
the solid line is a linear fit y = 1137Δmv − 4. The triangles are the results
for region B, and the dash-dotted line is the quadratic fit y = −2744Δm2

v −
160Δmv − 33. The squares show the fit to the “background” region C, and
the dashed line is the linear fit to the first four points y = 36Δmv − 1.

y = 1137Δmv − 4 was adopted, where y is in degrees. This
indicates an average phase change of −11.4◦ for each 1%
decrease in mv (where Δmv is negative for a decrease). The
phase behavior of the dark 315-pixel region B is also displayed
in Fig. 7. It showed a continuous shift to negative values, but
with an improved fit with a quadratic over the linear case. The
linear fit indicated an average rate of change just under half
that in region A, at −5.1◦ per 1% decrease in mv . Not all the
soil displays such obvious phase changes. The “background”
121-pixel region C highlighted in the D1_37 image showed
only subtle changes, with a slow drift toward negative values,
albeit with a large jump at D1_37. Over D1_9 to D1_30, the
phase change was linear, corresponding to only −0.4◦ per 1%
decrease in mv .

Fig. 8 plots the histogram of the frequency of occurrence
of the phase distribution, restricted to the central 0.75 m ×
0.75 m to obtain the response close to 30◦ and reduce possible
incidence angle effects. The histograms show a nonsymmetrical
temporal development of the phase, increasingly skewed toward
more negative values. There is evidence for a multipeaked
distribution, most obvious for D1_24. Between D1_9 and
D1_24, there is a strong return centered on 0◦, which becomes
increasingly displaced for D1_30 and D1_37. In addition to
this peak, there is another distribution which appears to break
away from zero, moving at a more rapid pace toward negative
values and becoming more flattened as it does. By D1_30,
the leading tail of the distribution has passed through −180◦,
producing an obvious wraparound at the positive high end.
D1_50 has an almost flat phase distribution. However, because
of the dry conditions during the final D1_50 measurement, we
strongly suspect that there was significant penetration through
the soil and reflection from the underlying box and trolley, also
confirmed by the change in the amplitude pattern. As such,
D1_50 was not considered in the temporal sequence with the
other interferograms.

To obtain the best estimate of the temporal “bulk” phase
change, a spatial average was taken over the central 150 cm ×
150 cm soil area. A positive phase between 90◦ and 180◦ was
assumed to be wrapped and unwrapped by subtracting −360◦

before the estimation of the mean phase. The result is shown
in Fig. 9. The relationship appeared strongly linear, and a
best linear fit is shown, with y = 256Δmv − 12, indicating a
change of 2.6◦ per 1% change in mv. From the physical process
that the equation represents, as Δmv → 0, we would expect the
line to pass through the origin, so the 12◦ intercept offset is
significant and not easily explained, unless the linearity breaks
down at very small Δmv .

B. Optical Height Record

In contrast to the radar results, the optical results indicated
very little change in the soil surface. Fig. 10 is a record of
the mean displacement during the experiment, and the error
bars indicate the standard deviation. The timing of the points
corresponds to the mean measurement time of each sequence
of images, which generally corresponds to the central interval
between radar measurement days. Each time-lapsed block of
images was processed separately to provide a mean estimate of
motion over that interval, as accessing the images to download
involved manual disturbance to the camera, which could have
caused subsequent image offsets. Over the first 37 days, i.e.,
up to the penultimate measurement day, the mean displacement
had been measured at less than ±0.1 mm. This measurement
was consistent over the whole soil surface. We can state that,
in essence, no physical movement of the surface horizon was
observed over the first 37 days of the experiment. Between Day
37 and Day 50, there was indication of a −0.9-mm sinking of
the surface, only relevant for D1_50. A ±0.1-mm change would
have produced only a maximum phase change of ±1◦ cos i, for
a path solely through free space, compared to the observations
exceeding 180◦ in places.

V. DISCUSSION

Normally, for repeat-pass satellite imagery, the DInSAR
phase is a summation of various sources

Φ = Φdiff +Φtopo +Φatmos +Φnoise (7)

where Φdiff is the desired differential phase. The topographic
phase Φtopo results from the path difference arising from
observing a point from opposite ends of an InSAR baseline,
differential extinction Φatmos from a variable atmospheric
contribution, and a noise contribution Φnoise which can arise
from various sources such as poor signal to noise. Because the
placement of the target and antennas was unchanging and from
the close proximity of the radar and target and good signal
to noise, we could construct zero-baseline InSAR pairs and
interpret the temporal phase change between images directly
as Φdiff , where it is assumed a correction has been made for
system phase drift. If we make a conventional interpretation
of the DInSAR phase, then it arises purely from the apparent
change in the radial path Δr to any point in the image. Defining
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Fig. 8. Histogram of the phase distribution at each pixel over the central 75 cm × 75 cm for (top to bottom) D1_9,D1_16,D1_24,D1_30,D1_37,D1_50. Each
plot is shown on the same scale and over a ±180◦ range.

Fig. 9. Bulk differential phase behavior over the central 150 cm × 150 cm of
the soil sample. The line is the best linear fit, with y = 256Δm− 12.

k as the wavenumber in degrees, k = 360/λ, where λ is the
free-space wavelength, it follows that Φdiff = 2kΔr such that

Δh =
Φdiff

2.k. cos i
=

Δr

cos i
(8)

where Δh is the change in vertical height. The radar only
measures a projection of the vertical movement along the radial,
and a correction for this is made through the cos i term, where i
is the local value of the incidence angle. This can provide sub-
wavelength sensitivity such that millimeter detection accuracy
of ground movement has been reported with spaceborne SAR
[21]–[24]. The phase maps shown in Fig. 6 can be converted to
maps of Δh with (8). It is clear from the sequence of images
that phase wraparound greater than −180◦ occurred over some

Fig. 10. Mean vertical displacement measured for the soil surface derived
from the ball markers over the course of the experiment.

of the features. Even if we just consider ±180◦ changes close
to the center of the soil sample, (8) predicts height variations of
at least ±1.7 cm.

As the phase cannot be explained by the physical movement
of the surface horizon, which was essentially static during the
measurements, we have to look elsewhere for enlightenment.
The effect is not an artifact of the measurement system (this
is well calibrated and characterized), and it could never pro-
duce the intricate phase patterning in the imagery. The only
explanation is a phase signature related to the only changing
variable during the measurement program, namely, mv . There
is an understanding that reducing soil moisture leads to greater
penetration into a soil volume. Ulaby et al. [25] has provided
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an expression for the dependence of penetration depth P into a
soil sample with complex dielectric constant ε

P =
2π

λ

∣∣Im[
√
ε]
∣∣ (9)

where λ is the free-space wavelength. Penetration is defined as
the point in the medium where the signal has fallen to 1/e of
the value at the surface of the medium. Equation (14) from [26]
provides an expression to estimate the real εr and imaginary
εi components of the dielectric constant at 5 GHz for a 100%
sandy soil as a quadratic function of mv

εr =2.0 + 31.6mv + 106.1m2
v (10)

εi =0.1 + 1.6mv + 42.1m2
v. (11)

This scheme is idealistic in that it only considers the signal
lost to a homogeneous medium through attenuation with no
scattering losses. Equations (10) and (11) indicate that the ratio
of the imaginary part to the real part of the dielectric reduces
from 0.23 to 0.11 between Days 1 and 50. This is expected as
the soil becomes less lossy with decreasing moisture. With the
necessary inclusion of scattering losses, the penetration depth
will be reduced, but the notion is still useful in defining a
volume of interest. On Day 1, mv = 0.38, so from (9)–(11),
P = 0.8 cm. At the end of the experiment, mv = 0.10, and
P = 3.4 cm. This indicates that the soil return was domi-
nated by the top few centimeters. This assumes a homogenous
medium, but it is acknowledged that such a medium has no
impedance discontinuities within its volume and, therefore, no
ability to backscatter. Heterogeneity in some form is required
to produce scattering, and the presence of a vertical moisture
gradient may be the source of any volume return [27].

For a single-look image, we measure a resultant phase at a
pixel, arising from a superposition of returns from all scatterers
within the soil volume and surface. Between image pairs, we
saw the persistence of coherent phase patterns. This indicates
perseverance of the same scattering mechanism at each point
over the sample between Days 1 and 37. With Day 50, both
phase and amplitude coherence appear lost with the previous
set of measurements, indicative that the physical changes at
each pixel are so profound that we can no longer consider it as
the same target—the principle of interferometric decorrelation.
The question arises as to what physical change in the scene
is the differential phase responding to. We expect the return
at the surface to be the strongest contribution due to the large
air–soil impedance discontinuity, with decreasing returns with
increasing depth. The temporal sequence showed a continuous
drift of the differential phase toward negative values. While it
is tempting to ascribe this to increasing penetration into the
soil, phase is a coherent summation of the scattered fields
over the surface, within the volume and between the surface
and volume. Arising as an interference phenomenon between
these sources, it likely provides no deterministic measure of
penetration changes.

Most importantly, whatever the exact nature of the scattering
mechanism producing the differential phase, this paper has
been able to demonstrate the presence of phase changes in the

absence of any surface deformation, which are instead linked to
soil moisture changes.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A seven-week experiment looked at the C-band differen-
tial phase behavior of a sandy nonexpansive soil in response
to varying moisture content (or equivalently—from (10) and
(11)—varying dielectric properties). Large phase changes were
seen over the soil in the absence of any physical movement
of the surface. Although the phase patterning was complex,
it showed a smooth and continuous temporal development,
with some features displaying changes greater than 180◦. This
paper has provided the first experimental confirmation of a
suspected link between interferometric phase and soil moisture.
It has important implications for the conventional interpretation
of interferometric phase from SAR platforms, with regard to
physical changes in the scene that it represents. For the DInSAR
generated over regions dominated by sandy soils, it indicates
the possibility of the presence of a strong soil moisture signal
in the interferometric phase. Even for interferograms generated
over expansive soils, the soil moisture signal may still provide
a significant source of error in land deformation studies.

This paper raises the important question of whether DInSAR
phase can be used as a proxy for soil moisture change map-
ping, a very important economic and environmental parameter.
Although the work has not provided a description of the under-
lying scattering mechanism that produces the phase changes,
the persistence of coherent phase features as the soil state
changed from near saturated to damp is promising that a useful
phase–moisture signal exists. The linear relationship between
phase and soil moisture over the mv range of 0.16–0.38 was
found by spatially averaging over a 1.5 m × 1.5 m region.
The area is representative of the resolution footprint of some
current airborne and spaceborne SARs. If the behavior proves
to be consistent between sandy soil types, the derived phase
response of 2.6◦ per 1% change in soil moisture indicates a
feasible measurement accuracy for soil moisture change at the
level of several percent. Further work is required to confirm the
wider applicability of the results to other soils, using both lab-
oratory and field campaigns. The L-band is generally regarded
as more suited to soil monitoring than the C-band, and future
demonstration at this frequency would seem appropriate.
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